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In this numerical study, heat transfer characteristics and hydrodynamical 
analysis have been performed for a circular tube inserted with twisted tape, 
which has different twisted pitch ratios (TPR=0, 50, 100, and 200). As a 
working fluid Al2O3/water nanofluid is used which has different volumetric 
concentrations (0.0≤φ≤3.0 vol. %). The numerical analysis has been carried out 
under the constant wall heat flux (q′′) of 4357 W/m2 for laminar flow ranging 
the Reynolds (Re) number from 1000 to 2000. According to numerical results, 
the highest average Nusselt number (Nu) and average Darcy friction factor (ff) 
have realized in twisted pitch ratio (TPR) 50. The reason is that when the 
twisted pitch ratio gradually decreases, stronger secondary flows and a higher 
velocity can be obtained. When compared with water, the highest Nu for 
TPR=50 has been obtained at φ=3.0 vol. % concentration as 61.15%. Also, 
when compared with TPR=0, the highest thermal performance enhancement 
(TPE) was realized at φ=3.0 vol. % concentration and Re=2000 conditions as 
61.15% for TPR=50. 
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Nomenclature 
D diameter (mm) 
ff average Darcy friction factor 
L length (mm) 
Nu average Nusselt number 
P pressure (Pa) 
Re Reynolds number 
T temperature (K) 
TPE thermal performance enhancement 
TPR twisted pitch ratio 
q” heat flux (W/m2) 
V velocity (m/s) 
 

Greek Symbols 
φ  volume concentration of nanoparticle (%) 
μ  dynamic viscosity (kg/ms) 
ρ  density (kg/m3) 

Subscripts 
b  bulk 
bf  base fluid 
h  hydraulic 
in  inlet 
nf  nanofluid 
np  nanoparticle 
w  wall 

1. Introduction 

The depletion of fossil fuels, increasing energy demand, and limited sources caused improving the 
systems in order to sustainable energy. One of these improvement applications is the heat transfer
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improvement studies on the heat exchanger, which is widely used in industry [1]–[4]. So, in order to 
reach high heat transfer capacities passive and active methods are applied to the heat exchangers and 
there are so many applications in the literature [5][6]. The passive method does not require mechanical 
or electrical power and usually involves inserting fins of different shapes or nanofluids with different 
contents or using both methods together. For this reason, the passive method is preferred more than the 
active method in applications [7][8]. 

Applications and research related to adding nanoparticles to conventional fluids such as known water, 
oil, and ethylene glycol have increased in recent years [9][10]. Nanofluids are used in spray cooling 
systems [11], detergent application [12], automobile applications [13], electronic device cooling [14], 
and solar thermal applications [15]. One of the other passive techniques is the use of modifications in 
surfaces and geometries in a flow tube. For that purpose, turbulators are inserted into a channel for 
enhancing the convective heat transfer. When a literature search is done, most of the studies were 
generally classified as ribs, baffles, twisted tape, wire coil, and vortex generators [16]. Initially, 
although inserting such complex geometries was difficult, nowadays, with the help of developing its 
fabrication techniques applying new geometries is more possible. Recently, research on twisted tape 
inserted in a tube gradually increased and a lot of studies exhibited that the most effective way to 
enhance the convective heat transfer is twisted tape geometries [17], [18]. He et al. [19] numerically 
investigated flow field and heat transfer characteristics in a tube that has one and two twisted tapes 
using CuO/water nanofluids. While the analysis has been simulated single and two-phase models, it 
has been realized 3,000≤Re≤36,000 turbulent regimes, φ=0.01, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04 vol.% 
concentration and different twisted ratios for each phase model. They observed from the analysis that 
while maximum performance is obtained in two-phase model, Re=36,000 turbulence regime and 
φ=0.04 vol.% concentration for both one twisted tape and two twisted tape tubes as 2.18 and 2.04, 
respectively. Therefore, they concluded that one twisted tape tube is more favorable compared to two 
twisted tape tubes.  

Wongcharee and Eimsa-rad [20] experimentally investigated separately the friction and thermal 
performance of CuO/water nanofluid at the circular tube which has typical twisted tape and alternate 
axis twisted tape. The experiment was conducted under the 830≤Re≤1990 flow regime, 0.3≤φ≤0.7 
vol.% concentration and H/D=3 constant twisted ratio. They obtain from results that the Nusselt 
number increases with increasing Reynolds number and nanofluid concentration. Also, they have 
found that while compared to the smooth tube, the typical twisted tape and alternate axis twisted tape 
increased the Nusselt number up to 7.2 and 12.8 times, respectively. Eimsa-ard and Kiatkittipong [21] 
experimentally and numerically scrutinized the heat transfer enhancement of a heat exchanger which 
has multiple twisted tapes in different arrangements and TiO2 nanoparticles with different 
concentrations. Studies have been done under 5,400≤Re≤15,200 turbulence regime and 0.07≤φ≤0.21 
vol.% concentrations. They found that as compared to smooth tube, multiple twisted tapes show 
superior heat transfer. Also, it has been found that arrangement of twisted tapes in the counter current 
was superior energy saving device for the practical use in condition that low Reynold number. When 
compared to the smooth tube with water as the working fluid, the tube inserted with quadruple co-
tapes as co-quadruple swirl flow generators with TiO2/water nanofluid at 0.21 vol.% exhibited the 
highest thermal performance factor 1.59, where heat transfer rate and friction factor increased to 3.52 
and 11.7 times, respectively.  

Bahiraei et al. [22] numerically researched second law analysis of GNP–Pt/water hybrid nanofluid in 
tubes equipped with double twisted tape which develops diverse swirling flow inserts. The study has 
realized turbulence flow regime and 0.0≤φ≤0.1 vol.% concentrations conditions. They have concluded 
that in the case of using double counter twisted tapes, by decreasing the twisted ratio from 3.5 to 2.5 at 
a concentration of 0.06 vol.%, the global thermal entropy generation rate reduces by around 10%. 
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Also, in the case of double co-twisted tapes with a twisted ratio of 3, increasing the concentration from 
0.0 vol.% to 0.1 vol.% causes a 14% decrement in the global thermal entropy generation rate. Azmi et 
al. [23] carried out an experiment aiming to reveal the effect of TiO2/water nanofluid flow on the 
convective heat transfer coefficient and friction factor in a tube with twisted tape inserts. The 
experiment has been conducted under 5,400≤Re≤15,200 turbulence regime and 0.07≤φ≤0.21 vol.% 
concentrations conditions. Researchers found that with the use of twisted tapes, the heat transfer 
coefficient increased with a decrease in twist ratio for water and nanofluid. Also, the most 
enhancement is realized as 23.2% in twisted tape tubes. Aghayari et al. [24] experimentally and 
numerically investigated the performance of a twisted-tape inserted double-pipe heat exchanger using 
Fe2O3/water nanofluid. Different parameters such as mass flow rate, twist ratio of tape, temperature, 
and volumetric concentration. As parameters, 0.08-0.1 vol.% concentration, 2.5≤H/D≤5.2 twist ratios 
and 5,000≤Re≤28,500 turbulence flow regime. The obtained results show that increasing nanofluid 
concentration, as well as twisted-tape inserts, increases heat transfer and Nusselt number. 

Li et al. [25] researched entropy generation and forced convection heat transfer of Al2O3/water 
nanofluid in a heat exchanger equipped with helical twisted tape, numerically. They have reported the 
effect of Re number, pitch ratio, and height ratio on entropy generation. According to the result, they 
concluded that whereas thermal entropy generation decreases with the rise of height ratio and Re 
number, frictional entropy generation increases with the rise of pitch ratio. Farshad and 
Sheikholeslami [26] numerically investigated energy loss and heat transfer of Al2O3/water nanofluid 
used in the solar collector. While they employed the k-ε turbulence model in the study, Re number, 
pitch ratio and the number of revolutions are variable parameters. According to the result, as the 
diameter ratio augments, exergy loss drops due to the reduction of surface temperature. Also, 
increasing inlet velocity causes a significant reduction in surface temperature which results in less 
exergy loss. As the number of revolutions increases, exergy loss declines while ηII rises due to the 
reduction of temperature at the surface. Sundar and Sharma [27] experimentally investigated turbulent 
heat transfer and friction factor of Al2O3/water nanofluid under 10,000≤Re≤22,000 turbulence regime, 
0<H/D<83 twist ratios range and 0.02≤φ≤0.2 vol.% concentrations. According to the results of the 
study, the heat transfer coefficient and friction factor of 0.5 vol.% concentration of Al2O3/water 
nanofluid with twist ratio of five is 33.51% and 1.096 times respectively higher compared to the flow 
of water in the smooth tube.  

Safikhani and Abbasi [28] numerically simulated the Al2O3/water nanofluid flow in flat tubes inserted 
with twisted tapes and the study results have been evaluated with three different (circular tube without 
twisted tape and containing nanofluid, circular tube with twisted tape and containing base fluid and 
flat tube without twisted tape and containing base fluid) Heat Transfer Enhancement methods. While 
the analysis has been performed under 100≤Re≤2,000 flow regime and 0.0≤φ≤3.0 vol.% concentrations, 4 
kW/m2 heat flux has been implemented in the tube wall. The results indicate that although all three 
mechanisms improve the heat transfer within the tubes, the twisted tape mechanism exhibited more 
heat transfer enhancement than the other two mechanisms. Prasad and Gupta [29] experimentally 
researched the heat transfer enhancement behavior of Al2O3/water nanofluid using in U-type heat 
exchanger which inserted twisted tape. The working parameters of the experiment were changed to 
between 3,000≤Re≤30,000 turbulence regime, 0.01≤φ≤0.03 vol.% concentrations, and 5≤H/D≤20 twist 
ratio. They concluded that when compared to water, 0.03 vol.% concentration in all tubes with twisted 
tape inserts enhanced the Nusselt number by 31.28%. However, the friction factor was seen 1.23 times 
increase in twisted tape insert of H/D=5 compared to water. Esmaeilzadeh et al. [30] have 
experimented to investigate heat transfer and friction factor characteristics of γ-Al2O3/water nanofluid 
used in a circular tube with twisted tape inserts with various thicknesses. The experiment was realized 
under the φ=0.5-1.0 vol.% concentrations, H/D=3.21 constant twist ratio, 150≤Re≤1,600 laminar 
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regimes, 500 W/m2 constant heat flux, and t=0.05-1-2 mm twisted tape thickness. According to the 
results inserting twisted tape enhanced the average convective heat transfer coefficient. Moreover, 
increasing the thickness of the twisted tape is more the enhancement of convective heat transfer 
coefficient. 

In this numerical investigation, the heat transfer and flow characteristics using Al2O3/water nanofluid 
with different volume concentrations are carried out in four circular tubes inserted with four different 
twisted tape geometries. The effect of pitch ratio in twisted tape tubes, which is one of the passive 
methods that increase heat transfer, on heat transfer and flow properties is compared with a 
conventional smooth tube without twisted tapes. In addition to this situation, the addition of 
nanoparticles to the working fluid, which is one of the other passive methods, has been studied in 
detail. The data obtained as a result of combining these two passive methods under the same study are 
discussed in detail in order to develop advanced cooling techniques and to provide a reference for the 
designs of modern heat exchangers. 

2. Description of physical models 
2.1. Physical model 

In this study, it is attempted to determine the most efficient TPR of twisted tape inserted in a circular 
tube. The study has been realized at variable parameters which TPR (0, 50, 100, and 200), 
1000≤Re≤2000 laminar flow regime, 0.0≤φ≤3.0 vol.% concentrations of Al2O3 nanoparticle, and 
constant heat flux at 4357 W/m2.  

The tube inserted with twisted tape has a 3100 mm longitudinal length and 16 mm diameter. While 
1600 mm of this longitudinal length is suction section, a constant heat flux of 4357 W/m2 is applied to 
the remaining 1500 mm part. The geometry and boundary conditions information for present study can 
be seen from Figure 1. The nanofluid and water inlet temperature is 290 K and the thermophysical 
properties given in Table 1 are determined by this temperature value. 

 

Figure 1. Geometry and boundary conditions information for present study 

2.2. Governing equation 

In order to solve heat transfer and flow properties of numerical study, Reynolds Averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) equations and the energy equation are defined as the governing equations. In this 
study; while the single-phase approach is admitted, the fluid flow is considered in the laminar regime 
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and the governing equations given below in Eq.(1)-(3) are solved by utilizing the following 
assumptions [31]: 

i. Flow is considered a steady-state  
ii. Nanofluid has been suspended to the water as homogenous and incompressible fluid 

iii. Buoyancy effect and heat transfer realized with radiation have been neglected 

Continuity equation: 

∇∙V⃗=0 (1) 

Momentum equation: 

ρ
dV⃗

dt
=ρg⃗-∇p+μ∇2V⃗ (2) 

Energy equation: 

ρcp
dT

dt
=k∇2T (3) 

2.3. Data reduction 

The average convective heat transfer coefficient of the heated tube is given below as Eq.(4) [32]. This 
is required to determine the heat transfer performance. 

hnf=
q"

(𝑇 − 𝑇 )
 (4) 

where q” [W/m2K] is the constant heat flux, Tw [K] is the average wall temperature and Tb [K] is the 
average temperature of the inlet and outlet. The bulk temperature can be calculated with Eq.(5) [32]:  

Tb=
Tin + Tout

2
 (5) 

The Nu can be calculated with Eq.(6) [32]: 

Nunf=
hnf∙Dh

knf
 (6) 

where h [W/m2K] is the average convection coefficient, k [W/mK] is the thermal conductivity of the 
working fluid, and Dh [m] is the hydraulic diameter of tubes. The ff can be calculated by Eq.(7) [33]: 

ff=
∆P

L
D ∙

ρ∙V2

2

 
(7) 

where ∆P [Pa] is the pressure drop, L [m] is the length of the tube, D [m] is the diameter of the tube 
and ρ [kg/m3] with V [m/s] are the density and velocity of the fluid, respectively. 

2.4. Nanofluid thermophysical properties 

Nanofluids are produced by one or more nanoparticles mixing with the base fluid such as ethylene 
glycol, water, and oil. Thanks to this, the thermophysical properties such as viscosity, thermal 
conductivity, density, and specific heat of base fluid increase [34]. In the present study, Al2O3/water 
nanofluid and water has been used as working fluid. The thermophysical properties of Al2O3 
nanoparticles and water have been determined and given in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Thermophysical properties of water and Al2O3 nanoparticles [35] 

Fluid properties Water Al2O3 
Density, ρ (kg/m3) 998.2 3970 
Specific heat, cp (J/kgK) 4182 765 
Thermal conductivity, k (W/mK) 0.6 40 
Dynamic viscosity, μ (kg/ms) 1e-3 - 

Under these properties in order to calculate the thermophysical properties of Al2O3/water nanofluid 
following equations have been described, below. 

The density of Al2O3/water nanofluids can be calculated by the Pak and Cho equation given in Eq.(8) 
[36]: 

ρnf=(1-φ)ρbf+φρnp (8) 

The thermal conductivity of Al2O3/water nanofluids can be defined as Eq.(9) [37]:  

knf

kbf
=

knp+2kbf-2φ kbf-knp

knp+2kbf+φ kbf-knp
 (9) 

The specific heat of Al2O3/water nanofluids can be acquired from Eq.(10) [38]: 

cpnf
=
(1-φ) ρcp bf

+φ ρcp np

ρnf

 (10) 

The dynamic viscosity of Al2O3/water nanofluids can be calculated by the Wang equation given in 
Eq.(11) [39]: 

μnf=(1+7.3φ+123φ2)μbf (11) 

The thermal performance enhancement rate can be obtained by Eq.(12) given below: 

TPE=
Nuenhanced

Nubased
 (12) 

where Nuenhanced and Nubase denote the Nu number of tube geometries with and without twisted tape, 
respectively. 

3. Numerical Method and Validation 

Numerical analyses have been conducted by ANSYS Fluent 2020R2 software and utilized from 
SIMPLE algorithm which can carry out more fast and correct solutions [40]. While the solutions have 
been obtained from the second-order upwind scheme, the steady-stade solver has been used. Also, the 
finite-volume method performs numerical calculations by solving governing equations along with the 
boundary conditions. All numerical analyses have been calculated until a residual value of 10–6 was 
corrected. In order to determine mesh quality and for more correct results a lot of qualities such as the 
orthogonal quality, element quality, skewness, and aspect ratio have been controlled. 

3.1. Mesh Convergence Study 

One of the critical factors in the numerical analysis is the number of cells and quality. While the 
excessive cell number increases the solution time, poor mesh quality or low cell numbers causes to 
decrease in the accuracy of results. Therefore, a mesh convergence study is very important to obtain 
reasonable results within optimum solution time.  
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Table 2 presents the elements number, which is obtained from mesh convergence study. The mesh 
study has been carried out for TPR=0 at the highest Re. Since the difference between case3 and case4 
is low in terms of Nu, the case3 can be considered as optimum mesh. Also, Figure2 shows the detailed 
mesh structure of the computational domains for each tube with twisted tape inserts. It can be seen that 
the denser mesh structures have been applied close to the tube wall and tapes. 

Table 2. The number of cells in the mesh convergence study 

Case 1 2 3 4 
Mesh number 650154 1035488 10648721 2318474 

Nu 9.8544 10.8599 12.154 12.146 

 

Figure 2. Mesh structure of computational domains inserted with: (a) TPR=50, (b) TPR=100 and (c) TPR=200. 

3.2. Model Validation 

After the mesh convergence study was conducted, the results obtained from the numerical analysis 
were validated with the literature and this validation was given in Figure3. For validation, both 
experimental and well-known correlations in the literature were used. While the analysis results were 
in average ±2.15% error margin of Gürdal et al. [41] experimental study, ±4.78% error margin of 
Shah-London [42] correlation in terms of Nu. On the other hand, the deviation of ff is detected by 
4.12% compared with exp. data of Gürdal et al. [41]. As a result, it can be decided that numerical 
results are in harmony with experimental and correlation results. 
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N
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Present Study - Nu 
Exp. data of Gürdal et al. - Nu [41]
Corr. of Shah and London - Nu [42]

Present Study - ff 

Exp. data of Gürdal et al. - ff  [41]

 
Figure 3. Validation of Nu and ff with literature 
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4. Results and Discussion 

The numerical investigations are carried out for circular tube inserted twisted tapes with different 
twisted ratios under laminar flow regime and constant heat flux conditions. As a working fluid, 
Al2O3/water nanofluid which has between φ=0.0-3.0 vol.% concentrations were used. The results 
obtained from this analysis have been presented with the help of streamlines, contour, and graphics. 

4.1. Effect of twisted tape  

Initially, the numerical analysis was carried out with water as a working fluid in twisted tape tubes. 
Figure4 is presented a variation of Nu number and ff with Re number at different twisted tape ratios. It 
can be seen that the Nu number is enhanced as the Re number increases and the highest Nu number has 
been obtained in TPR=50, while similar results have been seen in the experimental study of Bas and 
Ozceylan [43]. Compared to the TPR=0 situation, the highest enhancement was realized as 54.36% at 
Re=2000 using TPR=50. However, decreasing in TPR caused an increasing pressure drop and in this 
situation, ff increases in the tube. It can be explicitly seen that as the Re increases, the ff is gradually 
decreasing in all TPR. Also, the pressure drop difference of TPR is almost the same as for all Re 
numbers. The highest pressure drop has been seen in TPR=50 at Re=1000 as 559.2% compared with 
TPR=0. These results are in harmony with the experimental study conducted by Eiamsa-ard et al. [44]. 
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N
u
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TPR=100 & water
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0.35

TPR=0 & water

TPR=200 & water

TPR=100 & water

TPR=50 & water

 
Figure 4. Variation of (a) Nu number and (b) ff value with Re number 

The twisted tape inserted into the circular tube is generated a swirl flow which is used as a passive 
heat transfer enhancement technique. Due to this technique, heat transfer enhancement occurs 
primarily with the help of the fluid agitation and mixing induced by the cross-stream secondary 
circulation that is generated in the helical fluid motion [45]. Figure5 illustrates the streamline for each 
twisted tape geometries at Re=2000 and a constant φ=3.0 vol.% concentration. As is shown in this 
figure, the higher velocity value is obtained in the TPR=50, because using of lower twisted pitch ratio 
causes stronger secondary flows and so better mixing is realized in a nanofluid. Also, the swirl flows 
have significant effects on the velocity and temperature profiles. Decreasing of twisted pitch ratio 
enhances the thermal boundary layer gradient on the tube surface and the thermal boundary layer 
thickness reduces. So, this phenomenon provides increasing in Nu. 
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Figure 5. Effect of TPR on the swirl flow velocity in the tube at Re=2000 and φ=3.0 vol.% concentration 

 
The Nu distribution for tubes at different TPR at Re=2000 and φ=3.0 vol.% Al2O3 nanofluid is shown 
in Figure6. When this figure is observantly examined, the convection heat transfer decreases 
significantly in the flow direction for all TPR. However, it can be seen that the Nu in TPR=50 which is 
the lowest twist tape rate is higher than compared to other TPRs under the same conditions, and 
convection heat transfer increases towards the tube outlet at TPR=50. This situation reveals that the 
lower twist ratio leads to higher tangential contact between the swirling flow and the tube surface and 
the Nu increases with the reduction of TPR [46]. 

 

Figure 6. Surface Nu number distribution for all TPR at Re=2000 and φ=3.0 vol.% concentration 

Figure7 presents velocity contour over different cross-sections located at different z-axis of the tube at 
different TPR at Re=2000, and 3.0 vol.% concentration. When carefully observing the contours, it can 
be seen that the intensity of velocity at the inlet gradually decreases through the outlet due to an 
increase in flow resistance. Also, the cross-section contour on the same z-axis for each TPRs has the 
almost same velocity distribution.  

 
Figure 7. Cross-section velocity contours for all TPR at Re=2000 and φ=3.0 vol.% concentration 

4.2. Effect of nanofluid 

In order to comprehensively handle the TPR=50 situation which exhibited the higher thermal 
performance, variation of Nu and ff value with Re have been shown Figure8. According to Figure8(a), 
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the Nu number increased with nanofluid concentration through the increase in the thermophysical 
properties of the working fluid. The highest Nu for TPR=50 was obtained at φ=3.0 vol.% concentration 
as 4.39% compared with water. One of the most important factors which caused occur this 
phenomenon is added nanoparticles which have greater thermal conductivity compared to water 
improve the thermal conductivity coefficient. Furthermore, the addition of nanoparticles increases the 
viscosity caused by the ff and so the velocity gradient increases to close the tube wall [19], [47], [48]. 

When investigating Figure8(b), the ff value at TPR=50 with different nanofluid concentrations is 
almost constant at different Re numbers. It can be seen that as the Re number increases ff value is 
decreasing, continuously. The underlying reason for this issue is that as the Re number increase the 
thickness of the boundary layer decreases. This is because the viscosity loses its effect in the area it 
affects and the shear stress decreases with the velocity gradient [19]. The same results have been 
obtained from an experimental study conducted by Jaisankar et al. [49].  
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Figure 8. Variation of (a) Nu number and (b) ff value with Re number at different φ and TPR=50 

4.3. Thermal performance enhancement analysis 

In Figure 9, the thermal performance enhancement (TPE) of TPR=50 geometry where the highest 
convective heat transfer realized and TPR=0 at different nanofluid concentrations is given graphically. 
The geometry with 0.0 vol.% concentration and TPR=0 is accepted as a reference in this assessment. 
When the graph is examined, it can be seen that as the nanofluid concentration increases in TPR=0 
geometries, the TPE also increases. However, this increased rate in TPR=50 geometries accelerates 
especially after Re=1600. In addition, even if the highest nanofluid ratio is used at TPR=0, the 
convection heat transfer enhancement rate in the twisted tape tube in which water is used as the 
working fluid cannot exceed the rate of increase. The convective heat transfer enhancement in 
TPR=50 & φ=3.0 vol.%. at Re=2000 was realized by at least 44.34% compared to TPR=0 & water. 
When the effect of the twisted tape ratio on the thermal performance was examined, the TPR=0 and 50 
geometries were evaluated at the same nanofluid concentration ratio and the highest increase in 
convective heat transfer was realized by 53.39% at the φ=3.0 vol.% at Re=2000. The rate of increase at 
φ=1.0 and 2.0 vol.% concentrations is 51.96% and 53.08%, respectively. In addition, it is observed 
that the TPE value increases as the Re increases for all cases. 
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Figure 9. Variation of TPE number with Re number for different concentrations 

5. Conclusions 

Heat transfer characteristics and hydrodynamical analysis of twisted tape circular tube using 
Al2O3/water nanofluid with different nanoparticle concentrations (0.0≤φ≤3.0 vol.%) and laminar flow 
regime (1000≤Re≤2000) have been investigated numerically. In this study, circular tubes were handled 
under four different twist ratios (TPR=0, 50, 100, and 200) and computational analysis has been solved 
to determine the thermal and hydrodynamic properties of fluids. 

The obtained results of this numerical study can be summarized as follows: 
 When investigating twisted tape geometry, the highest Nu has been obtained in TPR=50 for 

each cases.  TPR=50 & water presents the highest enhancement by 54.36% at Re=2000 and 
compared to the TPR=0 & water. The highest pressure drop has been realized in TPR=50 
geometry at Re=1000 as 559.2% compared with TPR=0. These two results are in harmony 
with experimental studies in the literature.  

 Because a lower twisted pitch ratio causes stronger secondary flows and better mixing, the 
higher velocity and temperature gradient associated with synergy angle was obtained using 
TPR=50. 

 It can be seen that the Nu in TPR=50 is higher than compared other TPRs under the same 
conditions. This situation is the proof of a lower twist ratio leads to higher tangential contact 
between the swirling flow and the tube surface and so the Nu increases. 

 The highest Nu was obtained for TPR=50 & φ=3.0 vol.% at Re=2000 by 61.15% compared 
with TPR=0 & water at same Re. 

 The highest TPE was realized using TPR=50 & φ=3.0 vol.% at Re=2000 conditions as 1.61. 
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